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Abstract: GNSS/INS can provide position, attitude, and velocity (PAV) information for shipborne
platforms. However, if the ship has a long-term linear motion or a stationary state, and is under
the combined actions of sea surface swells, there will be a situation of sideslip and drift; if the
ship is traveling slowly or shaking violently, the attitude calculation will not be completed. In the
above situation, the traditional single-antenna GNSS/INS measurement mode is not suitable, and
the attitude observability is poor; the heading angle attitude information, especially, will gradually
diverge. Unreliable information will directly lead to a significant increase in underwater positioning
errors. In this paper, a multi-antenna GNSS/INS combination algorithm is developed and used to
provide high-precision PAV information, and is thereby able to obtain high-precision underwater
positioning results. The experimental results show that the method has improved the acquisition of
position and velocity in the horizontal direction and the accuracy of navigation attitude measurement.
In particular, the attitude measurement accuracy in the 3 degrees of freedom (DoF) are improved by
10.1% (roll), 8.6% (pitch), and 29.3% (yaw).

Keywords: underwater positioning; error analysis; GNSS/INS integrated positioning and attitude
determination; PAV

1. Introduction

The ocean is an important space for sustainable human development, and ocean
security is an important part of national sovereignty [1]. Underwater positioning and
navigation are indispensable parts of the development of an integrated PNT (position-
ing, navigation, and timing) system [2]. Safe navigation for the laying of underwater
oil pipelines, prediction of potential marine disasters, and tracking of underwater vehi-
cles/robots are all inseparable from the basic information of one’s position in the deep
ocean [3]. GNSS/A (global navigation satellite system—acoustic) technology has been
widely used in underwater positioning, which can achieve centimeter-level positioning
accuracy [4].

GNSS-A is a technology that can realize the transmission of the reference. Its principle
is to use the GNSS technology to complete the calibration and measurement of the surface
survey ships/buoys, and then realize the positioning of an underwater target through
the measurements of the distances by the acoustic signals. Among them, underwater
positioning is to achieve positioning through distance intersection on the basis of measuring
the distance between the transducer installed on the ship and the transponder on the seabed.
In this process, there are many factors that affect high-precision underwater positioning.
For instance, the ranging of acoustic signals requires high-precision time measurement and
sound velocity field observation [5]. Systematic errors in hardware may lead to inaccurate
timing, while sound velocity measurement errors are among the most important error
sources affecting underwater positioning. Sound velocity is a complex function of water
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temperature, salinity, and pressure, and has temporal and spatial variation characteristics.
It is difficult to measure accurately [6]. In addition, to achieve high-precision underwater
positioning, high-precision PAV information of the surface ship is necessary. Researchers
have discussed the influence of the ship’s attitude measurement error on the accuracy of
multi-beam bathymetry [7]. In addition to the attitude error, Jin et al. also considers the
coupling effect with the sound ray bending error and deduces the position of the bottom
sounding point and the sounding reduction model [8].

GNSS can provide low sampling rate position, velocity, and time information. The
performance of real-time kinematic (RTK) positioning technology is affected by the spatial
correlation of various errors as the distance increases. Generally, the valid operating
distance should not exceed 15 km, so accurate positioning cannot be achieved in the
remote sea positioning scenario. PPP (precise point positioning) technology can provide
centimeter-level position and velocity information for users in the remote sea [9]. The
dual-antenna RTK/PPP receiver of the commercial product ‘Vector VS1000’ can measure
the attitude accuracy of 0.01◦ RMS and supports antenna separations up of 10 m. INS
(inertial navigation system) can measure the triaxial accelerations and angular velocities
of the platform, with the characteristics of high sampling rate, and is not affected by the
environment [10]. However, as the observation time increases, the measurement errors of
the individual INS gradually accumulate. After a period of time, the PVA determination
results are seriously shifted. Therefore, integrated GNSS/INS navigation and positioning
technology has been developed rapidly. It can provide high-precision PVA information and
has been widely used in different vehicle/ship/airborne platforms. Due to the complexity
of the marine environments, the correlation between the attitude parameters of the ship-
borne motion platform caused by the low velocity, large shaking and zero bias parameters
of the gyroscope decreases rapidly. The multi-antenna GNSS/INS mode greatly enhances
the ability to resist complex environments. It can provide high-precision three-axis attitude
of the carrier, and greatly improve the output capability of high-frequency navigation
information [11]. The technology of single-antenna GNSS/INS integrated navigation has
matured. However, the single-antenna mode ignores the side-slip angle of the carrier
and the influence of the carrier motion when the motion is low, so it cannot accurately
measure the heading angle, and therefore the application is limited [12]. In the conventional
dual-antenna GNSS/INS combined attitude measurement, the differential equation of the
Euler angle is mostly used as the state equation. This method is incompatible with the
basic model of the GNSS/INS combination and cannot integrate the attitude measurement
information synchronously.

The three-antenna-assisted GNSS/INS integrated navigation system cannot only
provide position and velocity but also three-dimensional attitude information to cope with
the complex and changeable marine environment. It compensates for the attitude of the
marine survey measurement platform to improve the acquisition of the platform’s PVA
information. At present, the application and discussion of this method are mostly seen in
vehicle-mounted land systems; the discussion about ocean observation platforms is poor
and the impact on underwater positioning is even less discussed.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. The Principle of GNSS-A Positioning

GNSS-A technology links GNSS and acoustic positioning methods to accurately co-
locate the position of the seafloor datum point [13,14]. As shown in Figure 1, we installed the
acoustic array transducer on the bottom of the ship and obtained the position information of
the underwater transponder by measuring the phase delay or time delay. This technique is
called ultra-short baseline localization (USBL). Its significant advantage is that the hardware
is small in size and easy to operate. The GNSS technology can be used to determine their
three-dimensional (3D) coordinates. Assuming that the underwater target is located at
X(x, y, z).
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Figure 1. The positioning geometry principle with ultra-short baseline.

Suppose the target radius vector is SX, and its direction cosine is [15]:

cos αx =
x
R

(1)

cos αy =
y
R

(2)

R =
√

x2 + y2 + z2 (3)

where αx is the angle between SX and the x axis; αy is the angle between SX and the y axis;
and R is the slope distance.

θ = tan−1 cos αy

cos αx
(4)

r =
√

x2 + y2 (5)

z = −
√

R2 − r2 (6)

where θ is the angle between SX′ and the x axis; r is the horizontal slope distance of
the target, and z is the depth of the target. Based on the time-delayed measurement
observations, we have: {

τx = L cos αx
c

τy =
L cos αy

c

(7)

where c is the sound speed. L is the array element spacing. τx and τy are the time-delayed
measurements. Based on the above discussion, the plane position (x, y) of the target can be
calculated estimation with Equation (8):{

x = cτx R
L

y =
cτyR

L

(8)

Note in particular that the actual observed values are τx and τy. In addition, R is
calculated with the transponder time measurement, and the influence of the sound velocity
error must be considered in practical application. The acoustic tracing algorithms are
commonly used to solve this problem.

Due to the time and space characteristics of the marine environment, especially the
complexity of the deep-sea area, the impact of observation noise cannot be ignored. For the
USBL positioning system, the interaction of various errors causes its positioning error to
diverge after more than a few hundred meters. It is very fast, so the effective positioning
distance cannot be far, which affects the application of USBL in deep-sea operations [16].
To improve the positioning accuracy of USBL, the key lies in the analysis and correction of
positioning errors.

Similar to GNSS positioning error analysis, the error sources of GNSS-A positioning
can be divided into four categories, which can be expressed as:
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εGNSS−A = εtd + εtp + εe + εother (9)

where εtd is the errors related to the surface transducer, including the positioning error of
the GNSS to the surface ship, the attitude error of the ship, etc.; εtp is the errors related to
the seafloor transponder, mainly referring to the time measurement system error caused by
the hardware; εe is the errors related to the travel path, and it is the most important one
is the error caused by inaccurate sound velocity measurement; and εother is other relevant
errors, such as the positioning error caused by the poor geometry of the sea surface control
points and the error caused by the observation altitude angle.

2.2. Influence of Sea Surface Control Point Error on Underwater Positioning

From the discussion of the error composition in the previous section, it can be seen that
the error associated with the transducer must be discussed and corrected. It is well-known
that oceanographic measurements are always carried out in a dynamic environment, and
transducer sensors are installed on ships/buoys sailing on the sea surface. The transducer
is usually installed on the bottom of the ship by means of fixed connection. Although the
initial installation process is relatively complicated, once the installation is completed, it can
be positioned and measured at any time [17]. Not only does it eliminate the need for array
deployment and recovery during each test, but also improves the system measurement
accuracy to a certain extent. The coordinate transformation process is show in Figure 2.
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Since the measurement carrier is affected by disturbance factors such as wind, current,
and swell, it is inevitable that motions such as roll, pitch, and yaw will occur. This
undoubtedly increases the influence of errors on high-precision positioning, so the influence
of measurement errors caused by the dynamic effects of the ocean must be considered.
The problem of position reduction of the sea surface control point is the common problem
that needs to be solved first, that is, the eccentricity problem caused by the inconsistency
between the acoustic signal transmitting transducer and the center of the equipment
antenna. Under the dynamic effect of the ocean, the position correction will change with
the navigation change and swaying amplitude of the measurement carrier, which has
obvious time variations [18].

It is assumed that during the positioning process, the origin of the matrix coordinate
system is stationary relative to the geodetic coordinate system, and there is a constant
deviation ∆X = (∆x, ∆y, ∆z)T between the origins of the two coordinate systems. Then
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assume that the matrix coordinate system is oxyz, and the geodetic coordinate system is
OXYZ. The matrix first rotates around the Z-axis by ψ (heading angle), then rotates around
the Y-axis by θ (roll angle), and then rotates around the X-axis by φ (pitch angle). The
positions of the target in the geodetic coordinate system and the matrix coordinate system
are XE and XB, respectively.

The rotation matrix from the ship coordinate system to the earth coordinate system is
Re

s = f (φ, θ, ψ).

Re
s =

 cos θ cos φ cos θ sin φ sin θ
− cos ψ′ sin φ− sin ψ′ sin θ cos φ cos ψ′ cos φ− sin ψ′ sin θ sin φ sin ψ′ cos θ
sin ψ′ sin φ− cos ψ′ sin θ cos φ − sin ψ′ cos φ− cos ψ′ sin θ sin φ cos ψ′ cos θ

 (10)

where ψ′ = ac sin(sin ψ/ cos θ). At the same time, we assume that the rotation matrix from
the base matrix coordinate system to the ship coordinate system is Rs

b = f (α, β, γ). Then
the coordinates of the target in the geodetic coordinate system XE is [15]:

XE = XG+Re
s ·Rs

b · XB+Re
s · ∆X (11)

where XG is the phase center coordinates of the GNSS antenna.
In fact, the measured target position is often relative to the north coordinate system

centered on the array. Therefore, it can be assumed that the origin of the matrix coordinate
system is stationary relative to the geodetic coordinates during the measurement process,
and the origin of the two coordinate systems is considered to be the same or have a fixed
offset, so that only the rotation of the matrix around the coordinate axis is considered.

It can be seen from Equation (11) that the accuracy of GNSS positioning determines
whether XG is accurate. If it has measurement error, it will be directly transmitted to the
position error of the transponder in the geodetic coordinate system.

∂XE = ∂XG (12)

Due to the influence of the hydroacoustic environment and the sway of the survey
ship, the attitude of the underwater system measurement array is not fixed. The real-time
attitude of the transducer must be corrected, and the target position measured by the system
relative to the transducer coordinate system must be converted to the ship coordinates or
even the geodetic coordinates to truly draw the actual position of the underwater target.

From Equation (11), it can be known that the attitude error is related to Re
s ·Rs

b·XB and
Re

s ·∆X. We assume that: LXE =
(

LxE LyE LzE

)T
= Re

s ·Rs
b·XB

KXE =
(

KxE KyE KzE

)T
= Re

s ·∆X
(13)

The total differentiation with respect to LxE is:

∆LxE =
∂LxE

∂φ
∆φ +

∂LxE

∂θ
∆θ +

∂LxE

∂ψ
∆ψ (14)

In the same way, we can find the total differential of LyE , LzE , KxE , KyE , KzE . Assume:

∆φ2 = ∆θ2 = ∆ψ2 = σ2
att (15)

The relative errors can be expressed as:√
∆L2

E

R
=

√
∆L2

xE
+ ∆L2

yE
+ ∆L2

zE

R
=
√

2·σatt (16)

√
∆K2

E

R
=

√
∆K2

xE
+ ∆K2

yE
+ ∆K2

zE

R
=
√

2·∆R
R

σatt (17)
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Then, the total influence of the ship’s attitude error on the positioning is:

Ωatt =

√
∆L2

E

R
+

√
∆K2

E

R
=
√

2
(

1 +
∆R
R

)
σatt (18)

In general, affected by the dynamic effect of the ocean, there are some measurement
errors in the position and attitude of the measuring ship, which in turn causes the inaccuracy
of the underwater positioning results. Therefore, it is necessary to find a method to
improve the accuracy of the PAV information. Below is a multi-antenna assisted GNSS/INS
integrated navigation and positioning method, which is expected to effectively improve
the PAV accuracy.

This paper discusses the influence of the ship’s PAV information on the positioning
of fixed underwater targets. In fact, we still focus on the impact of this information on
underwater dynamic target navigation. For example, the navigation of underwater AUV
(autonomous underwater vehicle) usually adopts a combination of multi-sensors. A high-
precision IMU (inertial measurement unit), DVL (doppler velocity log) and USBL will be
installed on the carrier to obtain PAV.

2.3. Multi-Antenna GNSS/INS Positioning Method

Through the discussion in Section 2.2, we have reached a consensus in theory; that
is, due to the influence of ocean dynamic effect, the ship’s position and attitude measure-
ments will be inaccurate, which will greatly affect the accuracy of underwater acoustic
positioning results.

At present, in the special case of the remote sea, the PAV information of the survey
ship is generally obtained through the output of GNSS and INS sensors. PPP technology
can provide centimeter-level position and velocity information for users in this special case,
and the dual-antenna RTK/PPP receiver of the commercial product ‘Vector VS1000’ can
measure the attitude accuracy of 0.01◦ RMS and supports antenna separations up of 10 m.
In particular, it is pointed out that the influence of multi-path error is very significant when
GNSS alone is used for positioning at sea, which also affects the positioning accuracy to
a certain extent. INS can observe the triaxial acceleration and triaxial angular velocity of
the carrier with high sampling rate, which has the characteristics of a high sampling rate
and is not affected by the environment. However, as the observation time increases, the
measurement errors of the individual INS gradually accumulate. If the high precision of
the INS is required, for example, the zero-bias error of the gyroscope reaches 0.01◦/h, then
the price of the sensor would be very expensive.

2.3.1. Multi-Antenna Attitude Measurement Method

The relationship between the position vector of the same baseline in the carrier coordi-
nate system and the navigation coordinate system reflects the relationship of the rotation
transformation between them. Using this relationship, the attitude information of the
carrier can be obtained. The baseline vector of the antenna in the carrier coordinate system
can be obtained through installation and calibration experiments in advance; that is, the
baseline vector in the carrier coordinate system is considered to be known. Therefore, how
to calculate the baseline vector in the navigation coordinate system is the focus of attitude
calculation research [19].

In the GNSS attitude measurement operation, multiple GNSS receivers are required to
form a small baseline attitude measurement network, and the attitude measurement based
on the baseline method only requires two baselines formed by three antennas. Figure 3
shows the three-antenna installation diagram. Assuming that the main antenna coordinate
is the origin of the carrier coordinate system, the coordinates of antenna 2 and 3 are
lb
12 = (0, Lb

12, 0) and lb
13 = (Lb

13 sin θ, Lb
13 cos θ, 0), respectively; and ln

13 are baseline vectors
in the navigation coordinate system. The relationship between the two baseline vectors in
the carrier coordinate system and navigation coordinate system is:
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[
ln
12

ln
13

]
= Cn

b

[
lb
12

lb
13

]
(19)
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Combined with the knowledge of attitude rotation matrix, the heading angle is:

ψ = arctan
(

xn
12

yn
12

)
(20)

Pitch angle is:

θ = arctan

 zn
12√(

xn
12
)2

+
(
yn

12
)2

 (21)

Rolling angle is:

φ = −arctan
(−xn

13 sin θ sin ψ− yn
13 sin θ cos ψ + zn

13 cos θ

xn
13 cos ψ− yn

13 sin ψ

)
(22)

In fact, especially in the marine application, to ensure the safety of data quality and the
reliability of results, the number of GNSS antennas will be more than three. Then there are
redundant observations, the attitude angles can be regarded as unknowns, and its optimal
estimated value can be obtained by the least square iteration method.

2.3.2. Multi-Antenna GNSS/INS Loose Combination Algorithm

The main idea of the multi-antenna GNSS/INS loose combination algorithm is given.
First, we calculate the PAV information in the multi-antenna GNSS system and the INS
system, respectively [20]. Then we use the difference between the results as the input value
of the linear Kalman filter (KF) and perform parameter estimation, which is a closed esti-
mation method, as shown in Figure 4. The ship’s sailing speed is relatively slow and linear
KF can be used to deal with this problem. It should be noted that the fast and accurate am-
biguity fix is also important for solving the multi-antenna attitude measurement problem,
which is also one of the two main tasks that a PPP-RTK needs to accomplish [21,22].
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Figure 4. Multi-antenna GNSS/INS loose combination algorithm model.

We can construct the continuity dynamics equation of the multi-antenna GNSS/INS
loose combination, which can be expressed as:

.
X = FX + GWb (23)

where X =
[
φT (δvn)T (δp)T (εb)

T
(∇b)

T
]T

and represents misalignment error,
velocity error, position error, gyroscope drift, and accelerometer bias. After discretizing the
above equation, we get the equation:

Xk = Φk,k−1Xk−1 + GkWk (24)

where Φk,k−1 is the state transition matrix, Gk is the state noise allocation matrix, Wk is the
state noise, and its size generally depends on the performance parameters of the IMU.

Φk,k−1 ≈ exp(Fk∆t) = I + Fk∆t +
1
2

F2
k ∆t2 + · · · (25)

where exp(•) is expressed as the Taylor expansion formula.
The attitude angle error is the difference between the attitude angle estimated by the

SINS system in real time and the real angle, expressed as:δφ
δθ
δψ

 =

φ′ − φ
θ′ − θ
ψ′ − ψ

 (26)

where φ′ θ′ ψ′ are the attitude angles calculated by the strapdown inertial navigation
system, and φ θ ψ are the true attitude angles. In the multi-antenna GNSS/INS inte-
grated navigation system, the attitude information measured by GNSS is used as the real
attitude angle.

The attitude angle error and the platform misalignment angle are both tiny quantities,
and the second-order tiny quantities are directly ignored in the calculation process. At
this time, the mathematical relationship between the attitude angle error and the platform
misalignment angle error is as follows:δφ

δθ
δψ

 =
1

cos φ

− cos ψ cos φ − cos φ sin ψ 0
sin ψ − cos ψ 0

− sin φ sin ψ sin φ cos ψ − cos φ

·
φE

φN
φU

+ v (27)

where v is the attitude error of multi-antenna GNSS measurement. The observation equa-
tion for velocity and position are expressed as:

δv = ṽn
GNSS − v̂n

GNSS (28)
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where ṽn
GNSS is the speed of the antenna phase center calculated by INS under the lo-

cal navigation system and v̂n
GNSS is the true value of GNSS antenna speed under local

navigation system.
δr = r̃n

GNSS − r̂n
GNSS (29)

where r̃n
GNSS is the position of the antenna phase center calculated by INS under the local

navigation system and r̂n
GNSS is the true value of GNSS antenna phase center under local

navigation system.
Based on the above discussion, the GNSS/INS loose combination observation equation

is established:

Z =

 ãn
INS − ãn

GNSS
~
v

n
INS −

~
v

n
GNSS

~
pINS −

~
pGNSS

 = HX + V (30)

where V =
[
Va Vv Vp

]T is the measurement noise,

H =


Haa 03×12

−(wn
in)(l

n
GNSS×)− (Cn

b (l
n
GNSS × wb

ib))× I3×3 03×3 Cn
b (l

b
GNSS×)

Cn
b (l

b
GNSS×) 03×3 I3×3 03×6

03×3

 (31)

After the multi-antenna GNSS/INS loose combination model is established, we can
accurately calculate the PAV information of the survey ship and reduce the influence of
related errors on the positioning. Next, we will verify the influence of attitude error on the
USBL positioning through experiments and test the attitude measurement effect of this
model through a set of experiments.

3. Results
3.1. Influence of Attitude Angle Error on USBL

To analyze the influence of attitude error on underwater positioning, we adopted a set
of USBL experiments conducted in Qingdao, China in December 2017. In this experiment,
we selected the USBL array with the model “HEUUSBL6000”, and its array element spacing
was 0.26 m. We chose “Applanix-POSMV 320” as the attitude sensor, and its data output
frequency was up to 200 HZ. In addition, “RTK-HiPer IIG” and sound velocity profile
(SVP) were installed on the surveying ship. After the relevant sensors were installed and
calibrated, the navigation track was a circle with a radius of about 200 m. The experiment
lasted about an hour and was completed at 6 pm. The experimental data includes GPS
time, time delay measured by USBL, ship’s longitude, latitude, and elevation, ship’s, roll,
pitch, and yaw, XYZ coordinates of the array, and SVP.

A total of four groups of SVP were measured in the experiment. Due to the influence
of sea conditions, the sound velocity measurement data is unstable. We chose one group
of relatively satisfactory SVP to use. The positioning experiment was conducted between
5 pm and 6 pm, and the measurement of SVP occurred half an hour to one hour before
the beginning of the experiment. The change of the SVP in the observed sea area is shown
in Figure 5. The vertical axis is the depth value (unit: m), the upper horizontal axis is the
temperature (unit: degrees Celsius), and the lower horizontal axis represents the sound
velocity (unit: m/s). It can be seen from Figure 5 that there is an obvious jump in the sound
velocity in the same period, and it is related to the water temperature. Affected by the sea
breeze within 5 m of the surface layer, the temperature is low and the sound velocity is slow,
about 1447 m/s; the water temperature below 7.5 m of the surface layer gradually rises,
and the sound velocity is stable at a higher position, about 1455 m/s. There is a sonic jump
of about 2.5 m between 5~10 m on the surface, and the sound velocity increases rapidly.
The cause of this phenomenon may be the problem of the SVP, or it may be that the ship’s
disturbance to the water body is greater than the natural disturbance, which needs to be
further determined.
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The attitude information of the measuring ship over time can be obtained through
POSMV as shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. Changes of the three attitude angles.

From the analysis of Figure 6, it can be seen that the roll angle of the measuring ship is
between (−1o ∼ −5o), the pitch angle is between (2o ∼ 5o), and the reason for the large
variation range of the heading angle is that the measuring ship is sailing in a circle.

To provide real-time RTK positioning services, we set up a GNSS reference station
on Lingshan Island, and recorded and saved the raw GNSS observation data for post-
processing and analysis. Post-processing using the software POS PAC, the RMS in the
horizontal direction remained within 2 cm, and the results in the vertical direction were
slightly less stable, but their RMS remained within 4 cm.

The positioning of the beacon is realized by the USBL algorithm, and the position
of the target is integrated with the trajectory of the ship. To make it easier for readers to
understand this Figure 7a, we have simplified the horizontal and vertical coordinates; that
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is, both X and Y have their mean values subtracted. The figure shows the corresponding
results. To see the positioning results more clearly, we make a separate picture (b) of the
USBL positioning results.
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Figure 7. (a) Ship’s trajectory and USBL positioning results; (b) enlarged view of USBL positioning
results and the mean value of all the results.

In Figure 7b, the red triangle ∆ indicates that all the positioning results are averaged.
From the results, the mean of the positioning results is almost at the origin.

Since we do not know the true value, we take the result of the experiment as the true
value. To verify the influence of attitude error, we can artificially add some systematic
random errors to the attitude information measured by POSMV. Using the data with the
attitude observation error to perform the USBL calculation, and comparing the results with
the results without the error, we can clearly see the influence of the attitude error on the
positioning, thus verifying our previous discussion.

According to practical experience, we add a set of random errors to the pitch angle
and roll angle respectively. We generate a set of random numbers in the range [−1, 1], and
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then multiply this set of random numbers by 0.1. for the heading angle, except that the
random number we add to the heading angle is not multiplied by 0.1.

So, we obtained a new positioning result and compared the results of the two tests
before and after as shown in Figure 8.
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Figure 8. Comparison of the results of the two experiments.

In Figure 8, the blue points represent the positioning results obtained when the attitude
error is not included, and the red points represent the positioning results obtained after the
error is added. From the results, the obvious red points are more divergent than the blue
ones; the fact that the edge points are basically red further illustrates this situation; that is,
the positioning results with attitude errors are worse.

We subtract the results from the two experiments to get Figure 9, where red represents
the difference in the X direction, and blue represents the Y direction. Their difference
bounces around 0 and ranges between [−5, 5].
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Through the above experiments, we can draw a conclusion that the existence of
attitude error will significantly reduce the accuracy of underwater positioning, resulting
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in inaccurate positioning results. Therefore, to perform high-precision positioning at sea,
the attitude information must be accurately measured. Next, we will demonstrate through
experiments that the multi-antenna GNSS/INS combination algorithm can achieve accurate
attitude measurement.

3.2. Multi-Antenna GNSS/INS Attitude Measurement Test

The experiment was conducted in a lake at Shandong University of Science and
Technology in Qingdao, China. The RTK mode is used to locate a small, unmanned
ship and the reference station is placed on the roof of a teaching building with a wide
view. Three GNSS antennas and HG-4930 MEMS sensors are installed on the ship. For
comparative tests, the LCI’s fiber-optic IMU was also installed on it. The HG-4930 MEMS
sensors, gyro range is −325◦/s to +325◦/s. Gyro stability is up to 0.3◦/h. Accelerometer
random walk is 100 ug/sqrt (Hz). Sampling frequency is 100 HZ. The integrated navigation
system is independently developed by our team. Positioning accuracy is 5 cm. Velocity
accuracy is 5 cm/s. Attitude measurement is 1◦ (under the constraints of multiple antennas,
the attitude accuracy can reach 0.05◦). In addition, multi-antennas are installed on the
iron frame by fixed connection, and the distance relationship between them is accurately
measured by the total station.

The unmanned ship stayed stationary at the shore for a period of time to reserve data
for the static initial alignment. At the beginning of the experiment, the unmanned ship
moved around a graphic trajectory of 8. Then the unmanned ship dynamically ran around
the test site. Restricted by the size of the lake, the unmanned ship could not travel in a
straight line for a long time, so the main navigation trajectory is an arc. Figure 10 shows the
navigation trajectory of the ship and, to make the figure easier to read, we subtracted their
own mean from both X and Y. The results are obtained by Inertial Explorer 8.7.
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Figure 10. (a) Unmanned ship carrier platform for testing; (b) the trajectory of the unmanned ship.

Both GNSS and INS can output position, velocity, and attitude information. A loose
combination model based on multi-antenna GNSS/INS is constructed according to the
discussion in Section 2.3.2. The state parameters are obtained by the ARKF (adaptive robust
Kalman filtering) solution considering the motion characteristics of the offshore platform,
and the result of the LCI output was solved by Inertial Explorer 8.7 as the true value. In
particular, ARKF uses the prediction residual to improve the weight matrix of the prediction
state vector to make an optimal estimate for the system calculation. Compare the results
of single/multi-antenna GNSS/INS loose combination algorithm with the true value, the
variation relationship of the deviation value with time can be obtained by subtraction, as
shown in Figures 11 and 12.
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In particular, the attitude error of the three-axis is relatively large at the beginning
because the baseline vector value used for the three-antenna attitude at this time is a
floating-point solution, which has a great influence on the solution result. This also results
in the attitude results of the three antennas not being optimal at the beginning. When the
ambiguity is fixed, the accuracy of the attitude solution results quickly converges, and the
accuracy is improved significantly.

To make the results in Figures 11 and 12 clearer, we removed the pre-convergence
results so that the values are shown around 0. We put the new figures in Appendix A, from
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Figure A1, which can more clearly show the experimental results and verify the previous
conclusions.
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4. Discussion

According to Figures 11 and 12, Table 1 and Appendix A, from the analysis of E and
N directions, compared with the single-antenna GNSS/INS loose combination algorithm,
the multi-antenna GNSS/INS loose combination algorithm has no obvious advantages.
From the analysis of the U direction, the deviation value under the multi-antenna model
is smaller. For the attitude information analysis, the multi-antenna mode improves the
heading angle accuracy by about 29.3% compared to the single-antenna mode. It can be
seen that the measurement accuracy of the multi-antenna model in the heading angle
direction is greatly improved; the measurement accuracy of pitch and roll angles is slightly
improved, mainly because of the small changes in pitch and roll angles during the test.

Table 1. Comparison of position, velocity, and attitude accuracy between single-antenna model and
multi-antenna model.

Multi Antenna Single Antenna

E 0.0423 0.0377
Position (m) N 0.0524 0.0558

U 0.1225 0.1084

E 0.0746 0.0709
Velocity (m/s) N 0.0243 0.0238

U 0.0195 0.0182

Roll 0.2705 0.3008
Attitude (◦) Pitch 0.2833 0.3100

Yaw 2.5639 3.6273

If the ship has a long-term linear motion or a stationary state, and is under the
combined actions of sea surface swells, there will be a situation of sideslip and drift; if the
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ship is traveling slowly or shaking violently, the attitude calculation will not be completed.
The multi-antenna GNSS/INS loose combination algorithm has unique advantages in
solving this problem.

5. Conclusions

The traditional single-antenna GNSS/INS measurement mode may have good results
in vehicle positioning on land, but it is not suitable for marine environments. From the
experiment we can learn that the roll angle of the measuring ship is between (−1o ∼ −5o),
the pitch angle is between (2o ∼ 5o), and the range of change in heading angle will be larger.
Experiments show that we add small error disturbances to the attitude angles, resulting in
more than 5 m of deviation by USBL positioning. Figure 9 shows that the deviation in the
X and Y directions is between [−5, 5]. Especially if the ship is traveling slowly or shaking
violently, the attitude calculation will not be challenging, and the traditional single-antenna
GNSS/INS measurement mode is not suitable.

We get better PAV results with the multi-antenna GNSS/INS loose combination al-
gorithm. Compare the results of the single/multi-antenna GNSS/INS loose combination
algorithm with the true value, and the variation relationship of the deviation value with
time can be obtained by subtraction, as shown in Figures 11 and 12. Combined with the
results in Table 1, we find that for the E and N directions, the output results of the multi-
antenna model are better, but due to the impact of the test environment, its significance is
slightly poor; for the attitude information analysis, the multi-antenna mode improves the
heading angle accuracy by about 29.3% compared to the single-antenna mode.

To sum up, the multi-antenna GNSS/INS loose combination algorithm can output
higher-precision PAV information. In particular, the attitude measurement accuracy in the
three DoF are improved by 10.1% (roll), 8.6% (pitch), and 29.3% (yaw), thereby reducing
the influence of system errors on USBL positioning results and improving the reliability
and robustness of underwater acoustic positioning.
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Appendix A

In the appendix, we supplement the experiments in Section 3.2. We would like to add
that the equipment we use is developed by our team, not the existing mature equipment,
which may still have certain defects in stability and reliability. In particular, the initialization
settings of the device lead to a poor convergence rate of the attitude angle, which affects
the final result to a certain extent. At the beginning, the baseline vector values for the multi-
antenna attitude solution were the result of the floating-point solution, which was what
caused the attitude results to look poor throughout the experiment. When the ambiguity is
fixed, the accuracy of the result of the attitude calculation is improved significantly.

We remove the initialization process of Figures 11 and 12 in the paper to make the
results clearer, and the results are shown in Figure A1.
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